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OUTLINE
▸ Arturo: “Please take a minute of your talk to introduce
yourself and the path that took you to where you are now.”
▸ What is Magnetic Reconnection?
▸ Where Reconnection Happens and Why We Care
▸ How Reconnection is Studied
▸ Magnetic Field Lines Can Break?
▸ The Basics
▸ Modern Research
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Drouin et al.: Structural parameters for bromoferrocene

6545

INTRODUCTION

TABLE VII. Structural parameters for chloroferrocene and bromoferrocene.
Listed uncertainties are 2s. The last row contains standard deviations for the
fits, denoted by s.
Parameter

▸ Research

Fe–Cp
Fe–CpX
C–C
C–X
s

~Å!
~Å!
~Å!
~Å!
~kHz!

X5Br

X5Cl

1.63~2!
1.67~3!
1.433~1!
1.875~11!
12

1.610~5!
1.693~2!
1.4332~2!
1.705~4!
26

▸ Physical Chemistry (UA)

bond to the carbon plane ~designated as the C5 –H angle! was
fixed at 4.6°, the value found for the gas-phase structure of
ferrocene using gas-phase electron diffraction ~GED!
methods.2 5! The bromine atom is assumed to be in the plane
of the five carbon atoms of the Cp group. The four parameters necessary to describe the structure of bromoferrocene
after these assumptions are made are the Fe–Cp perpendicular distance, the Fe–CpBr perpendicular distance, the C–C
bond length, and the C–Br bond length. The analogous
analysis of the structure for chloroferrocene indicated a correlation between the angle of the hydrogen atoms with respect to the C5 plane and the Fe–CpX (X5H,Cl) parameters, and therefore, this angle was fixed at the value
determined from the GED analyses. Since no deuterated isotopomers of bromoferrocene were measured in this study, the
same assumption was made for the angle between the C–H
bonds, and the C5 carbon plane.
The fit to determine the structural parameters using the
rotational constants yielded standard deviations of only 12
kHz for bromoferrocene and 26 kHz for chloroferrocene
~Table VII!. However, changes in the symmetry assumptions
or values of the assumed parameters would be likely to introduce larger error contributions than those given in Table
VII. The uncertainty in the C5 –H angle is quite large, and
this would contribute to propagated errors in the Fe–Cp and
Fe–CpX distances. The errors given for the listed structural
parameters include the propagated errors from the value of
the C5 –H angle, whenever this propagated error exceeded 2s
from the structure fit. The structural parameters obtained are
listed in Table VII.

▸ High Energy Physics (UA)
▸ Nuclear Theory (UW)
▸ Applied Math (UW)

▸ Plasma Physics (UMd, UD)
▸ Physics Education (UMd)

Chloroferrocene

Previous work on chloroferrocene produced accurate
structural results, but the analysis of the quadrupole coupling
was hindered by the lack of data for the off-diagonal parameter, eQq ab . Matrix rotation of approximate quadrupole
coupling parameters from the bond axes into the inertial axes
showed this term is likely to be small ~less than 60 MHz! in
comparison with the rotational constants. The off-diagonal
elements only contribute small perturbations to the energy

Drouin et al., 1997

FIG. 1. Axis systems for the haloferrocenes. The c, u, and x axes are
parallel to each other and are perpendicular to the page. The principal inertial axes are the a, b, and c axes, the principal quadrupole axes are the u, v ,
and w axes, and the C–X~X5Cl,Br! bond axes are the x, y, z axes.

http://quantum.lassp.cornell.edu/
lecture/elementary_particle_physics

lems: 1! The bond axis system was not aligned with the
principal quadrupole axes of the electric field gradient, and
therefore, the assumption that these two axes were aligned
was not entirely valid; and 2! the off-diagonal quadrupole
parameter was assumed to negligible. In order to improve the
analysis, it was necessary to estimate a reasonably accurate
value for the off-diagonal element eQq ab . Due to the small
value of eQq ab , and the relatively small effect it has on the
spectrum, it was not accurately determinable from a least
squares fitting analysis of the spectra. This off-diagonal parameter was weakly correlated with the other quadrupole
terms and the distortion constants, and it changed considerably when lines were added or subtracted from the fit. It
seemed necessary to estimate a reasonable value of this parameter, eQq ab , in order to accurately determine the seven
remaining parameters. This off-diagonal term was estimated
using the structurally determined angle Q s , the angle be-

with Jim Drake, UMd, 2006

with Mike Shay, UD, 2008
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INTRODUCTION
▸ West Virginia
University
(WVU)
▸ Morgantown,
West Virginia

https://www.bestplaces.net/
city/west_virginia/morgantown

Courtesy of WVU
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INTRODUCTION
▸ Plasma Faculty/Research at WVU
▸ Koepke - Experimental plasma physics, fundamental plasma physics, HEDLP,
Low temperature plasma physics, plasma astrophysics, nonlinear dynamics, …
▸ Scime - Experimental plasma physics, fusion, space physics and
cubesat technology, industrial plasmas, diagnostics, biophysics, …
▸ Cassak - Reconnection theory/simulation
▸ Tu - Radiation belt simulation and data analysis
▸ Kobelski (TAP) - Solar observations
▸ Goodrich (starting in 2021) - Bow shock, solar wind, planetary observations
▸ Fowler (RAP starting in 2021) - Planetary observations
▸ Other Research at WVU
▸ Astronomy and astrophysics (Green Bank nearby, discovery of Fast Radio Bursts, etc.)
▸ Condensed matter experiment and theory/simulations, biophysics
▸ Physics Education Research
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WHAT IS RECONNECTION?

7

WHAT IS MAGNETIC RECONNECTION?

Burch et al., Science, 2016
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MAGNETIC RECONNECTION - UNDER THE HOOD
▸ Results of reconnection:

Magnetic Reconnection
Leftward magnetic field

▸ Plasma jets
▸ Heating and particle
acceleration

Ambient plasma moves inward

Heated plasma
ejected outward

▸ Ingredients for
reconnection:
▸ Plasma
▸ Magnetic field component
changing directions
▸ Often between different
plasma domains

Heated plasma
ejected outward

Ambient plasma
moves inward
Rightward magnetic field

Magnetic field
topology changes,
plasma heated
and accelerated
Hesse and Cassak, JGR, 2020
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WHERE RECONNECTION HAPPENS - THE SUN

Also see Kathy Reeves’ talk!

Courtesy of NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center

Courtesy of NASA
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WHERE RECONNECTION HAPPENS - THE SUN
▸ Solar flares (all sizes)
▸ Coronal mass ejections
▸ Coronal heating,
driving the solar wind
▸ Chromospheric
and coronal jets

Coronal jet (left), prominence (right), (Courtesy of NASA)

▸ Prominence eruptions
▸ Ellerman bombs
Ellerman bomb (Courtesy of NASA)
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WHERE RECONNECTION HAPPENS
- EARTH’S MAGNETOSPHERE
▸ Earth’s magnetic domain
▸ Dayside magnetopause
▸ Magnetotail
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WHERE RECONNECTION HAPPENS - TOKAMAKS
▸ Minor disruptions (sawtooth crash, below)
▸ Major disruptions (right), a
catastrophic loss of confinement

Yamada et al., Phys. Plasmas, 1994
Courtesy of M. Beidler, ORNL

Also see Michael Brown’s talk!
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▸ Reconnection occurs at other planetary bodies (left) - Mercury - Earth-like;
Saturn/Jupiter - rapid rotators, Neptune/Uranus - oriented differently;
Magnetized moons - e.g.
Ganymede (Jupiter);
Unmagnetized objects Mini-magnetospheres
at the moon and Mars;
Comet tails

Borovsky, JGR, 2008

WHERE RECONNECTION HAPPENS - ELSEWHERE IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM

▸ In the solar wind (top
right) - ICMEs, between
adjacent structures
▸ At the heliopause (bottom
right, yellow) where the
solar system (blue) meets
the interstellar medium (red)

Courtesy of Fran Bagenal & Steve Bartlett

http://www.issibern.ch/teams/
structureofheliopause/
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WHERE RECONNECTION HAPPENS - ASTROPHYSICAL SETTINGS

Also see Ellen Zweibel’s talk!

Fast radio
bursts
(Courtesy of
https://www.
quanta
magazine.
org)
Soft gamma repeater (Courtesy of NASA)

Relativistic Jet (Courtesy of NASA)

Stellar
flare
(Artist’s
conception)

Pulsar winds
Black hole flare (Courtesy of NASA Compton X-ray Lab)
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WHERE RECONNECTION HAPPENS - AS AN ELEMENT OF OTHER PHYSICAL PROCESSES

Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability (KHI) in
magnetized plasmas (Nykyri and Otto,
JGR, 1991)

Magnetorotational Instability (MRI)
(Balbus and Hawley, 1991)

Dynamo (Moffatt and Proctor, 1985)

Plasma turbulence (Phan et al., Nature,
2018, animation courtesy of NASA)
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WHERE RECONNECTION HAPPENS - EXOTIC SETTINGS I
▸ Electric field lines effectively “reconnect” for radiation (e.g., Zangwill E&M book)

https://www.en.didaktik.physik
.uni-muenchen.de/multimedia/
dipolstrahlung/index.html

▸ “Vortex reconnection” (reconnection of lines of vorticity) in neutral fluids

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uV06pi_OPZM
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WHERE RECONNECTION HAPPENS - EXOTIC SETTINGS II
▸ “Vortex reconnection” in superfluid helium (left) and optical solitons (right)

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 122, 023903 (2019)
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▸ Abrikosov vortex “cutting” in superconductors (left) and string theory (right)
FIG. 2. (a)–(f) Two types of reactions with the soliton’s
skeleton (fragments, planar projections). For the first type—
reconnection of two different vortex lines’ branches (a)–(c), the
number of lines is conserved, but topological indices change.
For the second type, a loop separates from a parent line as a result
of its twist, with the change of number of lines and conservation
of topological indices (d)–(f). (g),(h) Dynamics of twist Tw of
colliding segments participating in the first (g) and second
(h) reactions (solid lines 1). In (h) two domains corresponding
to (e) and (f), including the successive loops separation, are
shaded. Antiparallel orientation of the segments’ collision for the
first (a)–(c) type is confirmed in (g) by the dynamics of the angle
θ (green dashed line 2) between segments’ tangents at their points
corresponding to minimum of j∇ × Sj (red lines with arrows).
z ¼ 35.75ðaÞ, 38.25(b), 38.5(c) for the first reaction and
z ¼ 693ðdÞ, 695(e), 701(f) for the second reaction (initial values
of z for these reactions are different).

Glatz et al., Phys. Rev. B, 2016

intersections Cr and w decrease. The antiparallel type of
the branches’ reconnection is confirmed in Fig. 2(g) by
the dynamics of angle θ between vectors of energy flow
vorticity ∇ × S in the curves’ points where their modules
j∇ × Sj reach minimum. The distance between these points
at different curves is nearly minimal. At the point of
tangency of the two branches, the vorticity j∇ × Sj ¼ 0
(see Supplemental Material [30]). As shown in Fig. 2(c),
the directions of vorticity ∇ × S change drastically in the
vicinity of the reconnection instant. In such instant for the
second reaction, Figs. 2(d)–2(f) and 2(h) (see Supplemental
Material [31]), the branches remain almost planar.
Separation of a loop from a parent line is due to the
development of bending instability of an unclosed vortex
line when its curvature increases. As for the first reaction, the
branches are antiparallel at the point of tangency. The number
of curves, twist curvature Tw, and writhe w change, but their

FIG. 3. (a)–(i) Transformations of solitons’ skele
projection) during increase of the small-signal gain c
according to Fig. 1; localization of reactions is marke
circles. The initial is Solomon’s knot þ soliton (a
decreases, two “apple” solitons (i) survive and
different directions. (j),(k) Hysteretic dependence of
indices: minimum crossing number Cr (line 1), writh
and linking number L (line 3) with increase of z and,
Fig. 1, increase of g0 and its subsequent decrease (

sum, the linking number L, remains the same. In
these reactions, topological indices can change du
of unclosed vortex lines at the structure’s periphe
the three Reidemeister moves [32,33].
The shorthand form of the sequence of topo
formations during variation of the small-signal g
ing to Fig. 1 is given in Fig. 3 by presentation of
projections of the structures’ skeletons (for an
version, see the Supplemental Material [34]). Th
reactions are antiparallel reconnections of two n
ing closed vortex lines that transform the Solomo
soliton [Fig. 3(a)] to the metastable “trefoil þ
[Fig. 3(b)] and then to also the metastable “Ho
structure [Fig. 3(c)]. The transition from Fig. 3
and from Fig. 3(f) to 3(g) consists of reconn
closed and unclosed vortex lines. Figures 3(d
show the twist of two unclosed vortex line
periphery, resulting in crossings annihilation,
and incorporation of closed lines into unclose
Fig. 3(e) we illustrate a turn of an unclosed line.
we show two reactions of reconnection in a stirru
with self-intersection of both unclosed lines.
nonalternating closed vortex lines rearise con
forming, jointly with two unclosed vortex lines
unlinked apple solitons [Fig. 3(i)]. The app

Copeland and Kibble, Proc. Royal Astr. Soc. A, 2010
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WHY WE CARE - EFFECTS OF RECONNECTION
▸ Loss of confinement in tokamaks (bottom right),
ionospheric scintillation from flares (left),
power outages (center), aurora (top right)

Courtesy of E. Kepko, NASA GSFC

Life Magazine, vol 8, no 15,
page 38, April 8, 1940

Courtesy of
H. Singer, NOAA
https://www.doncio.navy.mil/
CHIPS/ArticleDetails.aspx?ID=2782

Courtesy of
M. Beidler, ORNL
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HOW RECONNECTION IS STUDIED - SATELLITE AND GROUND-BASED OBSERVATIONS
▸ Satellites - Heliospheric System Observatory (right)
▸ Magnetosphere - ISEE, Polar, Cluster,
THEMIS/ARTEMIS, MMS, Parker Solar Probe, …
▸ Solar - SOHO, Hinode, STEREO, RHESSI, SDO,
IRIS, …
▸ Ground based ▸ Green Bank
Telescope (left),
Very Large Array,
D-KIST, etc.
https://www.astronomynotes.com/telescop/s4.htm

Courtesy of NASA
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HOW RECONNECTION IS STUDIED - NASA’S MAGNETOSPHERIC MULTISCALE (MMS)
▸ Four-satellite mission designed specifically to study
magnetic reconnection using Earth’s magnetosphere
as a laboratory (Burch et al., Space Sci. Rev., 2016)
▸ Takes data ~100 x faster than previous missions!

Courtesy of
George Diller, NASA

Courtesy of
Jim Burch, SWRI
First release: 12 May 2016

Burch et al., Science, 2016
www.sciencemag.org

(Page numbers not final at time of first release) 15

Some Settings Where Recon
(a)

(b)

(c)
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HOW RECONNECTION IS STUDIED - LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

Solar flares

(j)

▸ Fusion devices - NSTX, DIIID, MST, MAST, …

MRX

CMEs
Also see
Michael Brown’s Prominenc
talk!

SSX

▸ A number of HEDLP labs
▸ Some devices devoted to reconnection:
▸ PPPL - MRX (Yamada), FLARE (Ji)

RSX

(i)

Laboratory Experiments/Fusion
TREX

(h)

▸ Swarthmore - SSX (Brown)
▸ Univ. Wisconsin - TREX (Egedal)
▸ West Virginia University PHASMA (Scime)
▸ Measure distribution functions!

PHASMA

X-ray Flares in Pulsar Wind Nebulae

Active Galactic
Nuclei Jets
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HOW RECONNECTION IS STUDIED - THEORY AND SIMULATIONS

Journal of Geophysical

▸ Theory
▸ Fluid - MHD, Hall-MHD/two-fluid, 10 moment-model
Downloaded from http://science.sciencemag.org/ on May 12, 2016

▸ Kinetic theory - distribution functions
▸ Gyrokinetic - gyro-averaged distribution functions
▸ Simulations
▸ Local (“reconnection in a box”, top left) or global
(tokamak/corona/magnetosphere, top right)

Figure 1. Part of Chen
the meridional
withJGR,
the adaptive
MHD grid and
Burch et al., Science, 2016
etplane
al.,
2017
the PIC region. The color represents the plasma pressure on a

logarithmic scale. The black lines represent the refinement level, where
Fig. 3. Summary data for two magnetopause crossings of MMS2 on 2015 October 16. The crossings
the cell size changes. The resolution of the finest level around the
are shown by the vertical blue dashed lines. Boundary-normal coordinates (L, M, N) are used with N normal
dayside magnetopause is 1∕16 RE , and the refinement ratio between two
to the boundary and away from the Earth, L perpendicular to N and in the plane of reconnection (nearly
nearby levels is 2. The dashed magenta box (8 RE < x < 12 RE ,
along the magnetospheric magnetic-field direction), and M normal to the L, N plane (generally westward).
−6 RE < z < 6 RE ) is the edge of the PIC region covered by iPIC3D, and it
These directions were determined from a minimum variance analysis of the magnetic field data between
extends from −6 RE to 6 RE in the y direction.
13:05:40 and 13:06:09 UT. The (x, y, z) GSE components of the L, M and N axes are: L = (0.3665, –0.1201,
0.9226) GSE, M = (0.5694, –0.7553, –0.3245) GSE, and N = (0.7358, 0.6443, –0.2084) GSE. Panel data
include: (A) magnetic-field vectors, (B) energy-time spectrogram of ion energy flux, (C) energy-time
exactly equivalent to the orig
spectrogram of electron energy flux, (D) total plasma density, (E) ion flow velocity vectors, (F) magnitudes
electromagnetic force on an
of electron and ion convection velocities, (G) current computed from velocity moments of ions and
electrons, (H) current computed from × B, (I) parallel and perpendicular (to B) electron temperatures,
the gyroradius and the gyrop
and (J) electric-field vectors. In the very low-density region to the left of the first vertical blue dashed line
example, the distance from E
spacecraft charging effects on plasma moment calculations may affect the data. The diagram to the right is
point to the cusp, respective
the result of a numerical plasma simulation (Movie 1) using parameters from the magnetopause crossing
in our companion paper by T
centered on 13:07 UT. Spatial coordinates in the diagram are shown both in km and in ion diffusion lengths,
L(di). Color scale indicates JM current density.
which is sufficiently large to s

▸ Fluid, kinetic (particle-in-cell - top left, Vlasov,
hybrid), gyrokinetic, mixture (top right)

▸ Typically performed on supercomputers (DOE
machine “Cori”, bottom, 13th fastest in the world)

https://docs.nersc.gov/systems/cori/
First release: 12 May 2016

www.sciencemag.org

(Page numbers not final at time of first release) 14

olution so that di ∕Δx ∼ 5 and
and the requirement of resol
and there are about 9 billion
that smoothing the electric fi
et al., 2017).

The typical magnetic field str
quency is Ωci = 0.0286 Hz an
step of iPIC3D is determined
maximum thermal speed of
of Δt ∼ 0.03s ∼ 10−3 Ω−1
∼
ci
resolve the gyromotion of bo

2.3. Coupling Between BAT
BATS-R-US and iPIC3D are co
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MAGNETIC FIELD LINES CAN BREAK? - WHY MAGNETIC RECONNECTION IS WEIRD
▸ We are often told that Gauss’ law for electricity and magnetism implies…
⇢c
r·E=
r·B=0
✏0

Electric fields only
end on positive or
negative charges

Magnetic field
lines have no
ends

▸ Doesn’t magnetic reconnection violate Gauss’ law?!?

Images courtesy of Young and Freedman
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Courtesy of Young and Freedman

MAGNETIC FIELD LINES CAN BREAK? - WHY MAGNETIC RECONNECTION IS NOT WEIRD
▸ The statements on the previous slide are incorrect!
▸ Electric and magnetic field lines can also end…
▸ at infinity
▸ where the field is zero!
▸ This does NOT contradict Maxwell’s equations!
▸ Maxwell’s equations actually say…
▸ electric fields diverge from positive
charges & converge to negative charges

r·E=

▸ magnetic fields never diverge from anywhere

⇢c
✏0

r·B=0
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MAGNETIC FIELD LINES CAN BREAK? - SOME DETAILS
▸ Early researchers did not like reconnection (Chapman, Alfvén, …)
▸ Issues with magnetic field lines having an identity and a velocity
▸ Frozen-in theorem (aka Alfvén’s theorem, equivalent to Kelvin circulation theorem)
I
d B
▸ From Faraday’s law
=
E · dl , an (out-of-plane) E is needed to change magnetic flux
dt
▸ In a magnetized plasma, the electric field is often given by Ohm’s law

E+v⇥B=0
E+v⇥B=R

Ideal-MHD Ohm’s law
non-Ideal-MHD Ohm’s law

▸ Magnetic field lines in ideal-MHD cannot reconnect
▸ Non-ideal effects can allow reconnection to occur!

https://www.comet.ucar.edu
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THE BASICS - FLUID PICTURE OF RECONNECTION
⇢in = upstream density

vin = inflow speed
vout

h

= height

= thickness

= outflow speed

⇢out = downstream density

Bin = upstream

magnetic field

L = length

Think of ρin,
Bin, and L as
known

Modified from
Dungey, 1953

▸ Simple steady-state scaling analysis: “Sweet-Parker scaling”
▸ Mass flux into box equals mass flux out of box:
▸ Energy flux into box equals energy flux out of box:
▸ 2 equations with 2 unknowns; solve for vout:
▸ The outflow speed scales as the Alfvén speed!

⇢in vin Lh ⇠ ⇢out vout h
✓ 2 ◆
✓
◆
Bin
1
2
vin Lh ⇠
⇢out vout vout h
2µ0
2
Bin
vout ⇠ p
= cA,in
µ0 ⇢in
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THE BASICS - INFLOW SPEED / RECONNECTION RATE
⇢in = upstream density

vin = inflow speed
vout

h

= thickness

= outflow speed

= height

⇢out = downstream density

Bin = upstream

L = length

magnetic field

▸ Now solve the equations for vin :

vin ⇠

✓

⇢out
cA,in
⇢in

◆

Modified from
Dungey, 1953

L

▸ vin gives a proxy for the rate at which reconnection occurs
▸ Depends strongly on

L

! This, in turn, depends on RHS of E + v ⇥ B = R !
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PHYSICAL R

PRL 98, 215001 (2007)
THE BASICS - IMPORTANCE OF SMALL SCALE PHYSICS
10
5
0
-5
-10
(b) 10
5
0
-5
-10
(c) 10
5
0
-5
-10
-100
y (d i )

▸ With Ohm’s law giving E + v ⇥ B = R

(a)

y (di )

▸ If reconnection is collisional, then R = ⌘J and one
can show (for resistivity that is not too small)
⌘
µ0 cA,in L

◆1/2

cA,in

Parker, ApJ, 1957

y (di )

vin =

✓

PRL 98, 215001 (2007)
J⇥B
-50
+ . . . and
▸ If reconnection is collisionless, R =
(a) 10
ne
5

PHYSICAL
0
x (d i )

2.6
1.2
-0.
1.4
0.1
-1.
1.0
0.2
R
-0.

100
Cassak et50al., PRL, 2007

r

⌧ ⇠ r/v

y (di )

▸

y (di )

y (d i )

2.6
1.2
FIG.-502 (color online). Profile of the out of plane current densit
vin ⇠ 0.1 cA,in
-0.
-10 the three steady-state magnetic reconnection solution
Jz for
(b) 10
1.4
(a) Hall,
(b) the unstable solution, (c) Sweet-Parker.
5
Consider a sawtooth crash (at MAST, with cA,in ~ 13 km/s);
to reconnect the core with radius 0.1
0
-5
-1.
-10
= 0.32 m, the time it takes is
in
(c)
10
solution
opening wider than the Sweet-Parker curren
1.0
5
sheet,0 but not as wide as the Hall sheet.
0.2
-5
is
fast
enough:
▸ Collisional reconnection is too slow! Collisionless reconnection
The
half thickness of the dissipation region is -0.
!
-10

⌧ ' 25 µs

-50
0
50
100
the Sweet-Parker
and
Ha
0:51d-100
i , clearly distinct from
x (d )
values. The length of the current sheet, measured as th
half width
half maximum
outplane
of plane
FIG.
2 (coloratonline).
Profile of of
the the
out of
currentcurren
densit
magnetic is
reconnection
Jdensity
in thesteady-state
outflow direction,
L ’ 30di , solution
which
Jz three
z for the
(a)
Hall,
(b)
the
unstable
solution,
(c)
Sweet-Parker.
again intermediate between the Sweet-Parker and Hall va
ues. The steady-state reconnection rate is E ’ 0:017E0 . Fo
comparison,
the Sweet-Parker
reconnection
rate
solution opening
wider than and
the Hall
Sweet-Parker
curren
i
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Uses physics discussed by Will
Fox and Steffi Diem yesterday

THE BASICS - KINETIC PICTURE OF RECONNECTION
Gyrating positively charged ion
(larger gyroradius than electrons!)

Charged particles E x B drift
towards where B reverses
(this is the inflow)
Gyrating positively charged electron
(smaller gyroradius than ions!)

E
Bin

E

E
E

Charged particles
E x B drift away
(this is the outflow)
Ion diffusion region (ions
decouple from magnetic field,
plasma is far from equilibrium,
ions and electrons act differently,
Hall effect important)

Bin

E

Charged particles E x B drift
towards where B reverses
(this is the inflow)

Charged particles
E x B drift away
(this is the outflow)
Electron diffusion region
(electrons decouple from
magnetic field, electron thermal
and inertial effects important,
electrons accelerated and heated)
Modified from Kuznetsova et al., 2007

Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics

3010.1002/2015J

MODERN RESEARCH - STEADY RECONNECTION
▸ What sets the rate that reconnection proceeds for the
simple 2D picture discussed here? (Essentially solved)
LETTERS

NATURE|Vol 443|5 October 2006

perpendicular direction, and construct an equation for the omnidirectional distribution function F(x,y,v) ; v 2f(x,y,v):
!
"1
A
8p1! 2 dcAx ›
7!uF 2 7!D!7F ¼ 2
vF
ð3Þ
12 2
dy ›v
3
3B

▸ What sets the rate of reconnection in more realistic
configurations (the effect of asymmetries, out-of-plane
magnetic fields, bulk flows, presence of neutrals, …)?

where f(x,y,v) is the particle phase space density, u is the local plasma
velocity, D is the diffusion rate16 and 1! ¼ 31! k . This equation describes
the balance between the Fermi drive and the energy loss associated with
convection and diffusion, including the back pressure from energetic
particles. It is similar to that describing particle acceleration in shocks17.
We solve this equation in the flow geometry shown in Fig. 4a, where the
half-widths of the region of contracting islands are given by D y and D x
in the inflow and outflow directions, respectively. Within the region of
overlapping islands, convection is the dominant loss mechanism and
the energy spectrum can be calculated analytically (see Supplementary
Information):
!
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▸ What kinetic-scale physics allows collisionless reconnection?
▸ For given “upstream” conditions, how much energy
goes into kinetic/ion-thermal/electron-thermal energy?

▸ How and where are charged particles accelerated,
and which are the dominant mechanisms for various settings?

where A^ ¼ ADx =ð3Dy Þ is the normalized Fermi drive, F in is the
upstream value of F and we have ignored the back pressure from the
energetic particles. The distribution function at high energy takes the
form of a power law with an index that depends on the mean aspect
ratio of the individual magnetic islands and the island region through
Â. Numerical solutions to equation (3) for F confirm the power-law
behaviour (Fig. 4b, c). The aspect ratio of the magnetic islands, and
therefore Â and j, remain uncertain. For Â . 0.5 or j , 1.5, the
energy integral of the energetic particles 1! diverges unless the back
pressure of energetic particles is included. Retaining the back pressure,
the energy content of electrons rises until 1! < B2 =8p. The back
pressure throttles the Fermi drive and the spectral index of the energetic
particles can be characterized by the upstream value of the electron
thermal (pe0) to magnetic pressure ratio be0 ¼ 8ppe0/B 2, independent
of Â (Fig. 4c).
The predictions of the model can be compared with several key
observations in the magnetotail. The isotropic spectrum observed
above an energy threshold in the Wind satellite observations4 results
from scattering as particles pass close to X-lines. Particle energies
well in excess of the potential drop across the tail1,2 with dawn–

Doss et al., JGR, 2015

Figure 3. Out-of-plane current density Jz as a function of x and y (in units of di0 ), with magnetic field lines
in blue, for a simulation with vshear = 1.2cA0 , B1 = 3B0 , B2 = B0 , and 𝜌1 = 𝜌2 = 𝜌0 . (top to bottom) At time t
. Only a portion of the computational domain is plotted.
and 120 Ω−1
ci

4.1. The X Line Convection Speed
For the X line convection speed, we first use simulations with asymmetric magnetic fields, symm
densities, and symmetric upstream flow. The x coordinate of the X line in the simulation refere
plotted as a function of time in Figure 4. The (blue) solid line is from a simulation with B1 = 3B0 ,
the (red) dashed line is for B1 = 2B0 , B2 = B0 , both with vshear = 1.2cA0 . The convection speed is
the stronger magnetic field, as predicted, with measured values of vdrift = 0.63cA0 for B1 = 3B0 an
B1 = 2B0 , compared to predicted values from equation (7) of 0.60 and 0.40cA0 .

To test the upstream flow speed dependence, Figure 5 shows the average drift speed vdrift as a
upstream flow speed vshear for simulations with B1 = 3B0 and B2 = B0 . Here and throughout, the
gles are for the top current sheet and the (red) squares are for the bottom current sheet. The pre
equation (7) is plotted as the dashed line, and the results clearly agree well with the prediction.
Simulations with symmetric magnetic fields but with asymmetric plasma densities were also
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where B 0 is the asymptotic magnetic field, w 0 ¼ 0.5d i , L x ¼ 64dwill
i and
L y ¼ 16d i are the half-width of the initial current sheets and the box size
energy 1 as a function of its x position. The particle gains energy as it reflects
in the x and y directions. The electron and ion temperatures, respectively
from the ends of the islands, which are moving inwards at the Alfvén speed.
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gain therefore results
a classical
out-of-plane ‘guide’ field B z /B 0 ¼ 1.0. The ion inertial length is given by
the velocity of energetic electrons greatly exceeds the Alfvén speed, many
d i ¼ c/qpi with q pi ¼ (4pn 0e 2/m i)1/2 and the Alfvén speed is given by
reflections are required for electrons to reach high energy. Also evident in a
c A ¼ B 0/(4pm in 0)1/2. The electron mass m e is taken to be 0.01m i and the
is the sudden change in the orbit as the island approaches the separatrix—
the gyration radius of the particle abruptly increases as the particle
velocity of light c ¼ 20c A. The spatial grid consists of 4,096 £ 1,024 cells
with 100 particles per cell in the ambient background. The electron out-ofencounters the sharp kink in the magnetic field line just downstream from
21
21
in a and t ¼ 20.0Q ci
in
plane current j ez is shown at two times: t ¼ 14.0Q ci
the X-line at x,y ¼ 16d i ,12d i. c, The parallel velocity, v k, which increases in
b, where Q ci ¼ eB 0/m ic is the ion cyclotron frequency. The spontaneous
time until t ¼ 20Q 21
ci when the local gyration velocity v L abruptly increases.
formation and growth of secondary magnetic islands is evident. The
The separatrix crossing therefore scatters energy from the parallel into the
repeated breakup of X-line current layers is typical of guide-field
perpendicular motion10. The energy gain during the reflection from the
island ends in b can be calculated in a simple model in which B y and B z are
reconnection where narrow current layers promote secondary island
constant and B x(y) increases away from the centre of the current layer. The
formation7. The electron temperature parallel to the local magnetic field,
Tek, is shown at t ¼ 20.0Q 21
reconnection field E z and an in-plane electric field E y ¼ 2E zB z /B y are
ci in c. Seen is intense heating around the rims of
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▸ What “prevents” onset before reconnection,
allowing energy to accumulate?
▸ How does reconnection stop?

▸ Under what conditions is reconnection
steady vs. bursty (secondary islands/plasmoids/
flux transfer events/dipolarization fronts/…)?
▸ How does reconnection occur as a secondary
process (turbulence, KHI, MRI, dynamo, etc.)?
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FIG. 2 (color). Time history plot of the out-of-plane current
density Jz in the outflow direction. Dashed lines mark when a
secondary island appears and when the Hall term onsets.31

simulation at t ¼ 1120 with the Hall effect and electron
inertia disabled. The reconnection rate is plotted as the dotdashed (red) line in Fig. 1(a). The value reaches E ! 0:009
as the asymptotic upstream field reaches the dissipation
region, in pexcellent
agreement with the predicted value
ffiffiffiffi
ESI ! ESP N ! 0:009 with N ¼ 2 for a single island.
This rate is consistent with the largest scaling studies
done to date [23]. Note, E remains nearly an order of
magnitude slower than Hall reconnection. Although the
present evidence is based on simulations only up to S !
105 , it is clear that secondary island reconnection does not
produce the fastest reconnection rates.
In summary, reconnection in marginally collisional plasmas can evolve in three distinct phases. In particular,

Longcope
al., 2005
Longcope
et al.,et 2005
(a)
y

▸ How does reconnection start (i.e., the onset problem)?

-100

(b)
y
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0.33

(c)
y

seeded X line is shown. The raw data is sampled at a rate of
one frame per 70 time units, so linear interpolation is used
to smooth data between time slices. The effect is cosmetic,
not substantive. The color bar is stretched to enhance
visibility of weaker currents. Early in time, Jz is structureless and extends the half-length of the domain, as expected
during Sweet-Parker reconnection. A secondary island
near x ¼ 0 appears as a dark spot with associated strengthening of the fragmented current sheets. This occurs at t !
700, marked by the vertical dashed line. This agrees with
Biskamp’s criterion shown in Fig. 1(b). As time evolves,
the island grows and ! shrinks. When ! ! di , Hall reconnection onsets and the current sheet becomes much shorter
and intense, appearing as a sharp peak in Jz in Fig. 2. This
begins at t ! 1780, as also marked in Fig. 1(b).
There are two locations where Hall reconnection onsets.
An X line near x ’ #70 onsets slightly earlier than an X
line at x ’ 70. As Fig. 2 vividly shows, the latter X line is
ejected from the dissipation region, along with the secondary island, which is ejected at the Alfvén speed. The
ejection of the secondary island implies that the two effects
do not (locally) coexist.
This current sheet has only a single secondary island and
one may ask whether this result remains valid in more
realistic settings with multiple islands. To address this,
we show results from the other current sheet in our double
tearing mode setup, which self-consistently develops multiple islands. Figure 3 shows Jz at 3 times near the onset of
Hall reconnection. Panel (a) is just as Hall reconnection
onsets at x ’ 20, showing three existing secondary islands.
The X line grows steadily, as shown in panel (b). Panel (c)
shows that the single X line at x ’ 20 is the only one to
persist as all of the secondary islands are ejected. This suggests that the ejection of nearby secondary islands by Hall
reconnection sites is a robust result, and may reasonably
represent local behavior in a macroscopic current sheet.
We determine when the Hall effect begins to become
important by using a time history plot of the out-of-plane
Hall electric field EHz ¼ Jy Bx =n in the inflow direction
through the main X line, plotted in Fig. 4(a). The color bar
is again stretched. The plot clearly shows that EHz does not
contribute during the secondary island phase. A cut of EHz
in time, taken at the solid (gray) line in Fig. 4(a), is plotted
in Fig. 4(b). The onset time, defined as when EHz reaches
1% of its maximum value, is at t ! 1780, the time that E
begins to increase as seen in Fig. 1(a).
To emphasize differences between Sweet-Parker with
secondary islands and Hall reconnection, we restart the
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FIG. 3 (color). Time evolution of Jz from the other current
sheet in our double tearing mode setup, showing the ejection of
secondary islands when Hall reconnection onsets.
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MODERN RESEARCH - MATCHING WITH REAL SYSTEMS
▸ What is the nature of 3D reconnection?
▸ How does the local process of
reconnection couple to the global
dynamics? When is reconnection the
leading cause of energy release, and
when is it the global dynamics?
▸ How does the global
dynamics influence the
rate of reconnection,
the location it occurs,
and when it onsets?

Daughton et al., Nature, 2011

Dacie et al., ApJ, 2018
Sitnov et al., Eos, 2016
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FURTHER RESOURCES
▸ Textbooks focused on reconnection:
▸ Biskamp (2000), Priest and Forbes (2000), Birn
and Priest (2006), Gonzalez and Parker (2016)
▸ Review papers on reconnection:
▸ Vasyliunas (1975), Hughes (1995), Zweibel and
Yamada (2009), Yamada et al. (2010), Lavraud et
al. (2011), Paschmann et al. (2013), Cassak (2016), …
▸ Landmark papers in reconnection:
▸ See references within Hesse and Cassak (2020)
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